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Australian-born Norwegian artist Bjarne Melgaard started his career in the mid-1990s with neo-
expressionistic painting, sculpture, and installation. Organized chaos is one of his main principles in

composition and content. His intense way of attacking the canvas paired with a total control of the line where
the brush strokes and splashes of paint meet form a base for an explicit narrative. Covering the entirety of
Melgaard s career, this book documents the artist s way of capturing the tension of the creative moment,

which makes his stylistic role models Edward Munch and Emil Nolde ever present. The variety of dazzling
layers in different techniques gives the work a painterly quality that sweeps the viewer into a myriad of

colors, forms, and expressions. Liberatory, playful, and unstoppable, Melgaard s art provides an insight into
subcultures that exist along- side the world of normality, and often investigates and pushes the boundaries of

societal acceptance.

Bjarne Melgaard was once considered the badboy of Scandinavian art for his intricate and outlandish
installations involving elements from a decidedly underground sensibility ranging from hardcore heavy metal
music to allusions to graphic SM trysts what he calls an aesthetic lashing out a neoneo expressionism or art

brut. BY Jeppe Ugelvig 23 FEB 17.

Bjarne Melgaard Sculpture

For the 2014 Whitney Bien nial he contributed a roomsize loungepopulated with sex dolls and furnished
with. Gay sexuality sadomasochism drug abuse violence discriminated subcultures and social exclusion no

taboo is offlimits. Bjarne Melgaard er mest kjent for sine ekspressive malerier installasjoner foto og
videoverk. R1 featured prints by Tiffany Alfonseca Yves B. installation view. Bjarne Melgaard. Bjarne

Melgaards The Casual Pleasure of Disappointment and the perils of branding. Defying established narrative
norms Bjarne Melgaards overlapping scenes ideas and digressions confront us with. Personlig mytologi og.
Having a long tradition of supporting Norwegian artists the Selvaag brothers adhere to the idea. Organized
chaos is one of his main principles in composition and content. The artist Bjarne Melgaard is ranked among
the Top 1000 on ArtFacts. Bjarne Melgaards controversial exhibit at Oslos Edvard Munch Museum has been

reported to the police due to alleged violation of child abuse laws.
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